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Abstract: The paper discusses three recently-developed algorithms for generating Poisson(X) random variates in 
situations where X may vary between calls. KPFRAC is designed for X < 1, KPLOW for 0 < X < 30, and KEMPOIS 
for 10 < h < 5000. All three algorithms use sequential searching, but each has novel features which speed up 
generation. Timing comparisons with two state-of-the-art routines indicate that a routine which uses KPLOW when 
X < 30 and KEMPOIS when X > 30 is much faster over most of the range 0 < X < 700. 
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1. Introduction 
If a large number of iid variates is required from the Poisson(X) distribution (the fixed-param- 
eter situation), general methods like Walker’s Alias method [13] and Chen and Asau’s Indexed 
Search method [2] provide very fast solutions to the problem, but require relatively time-consum- 
ing procedures to set up tables of constants dependent on the particular X value. (Note that 
Indexed Search is called the method of Guide-Tables by Devroye [3], and the Cut-Point method 
by Fishman and Moore [S].) If all that is required is a frequency table of generated values (i.e., if 
the order in which the variables are generated is immaterial), Kemp and Kemp’s Table-Genera- 
tion procedure [ll] provides an even faster alternative. However, when X changes often (the 
uariable-parameter situation), these general methods are impractical. 
This paper is concerned with algorithms designed predominantly for the varying-parameter 
situation, although there may be fixed-parameter situations where it is convenient to use them. 
After very briefly reviewing the development of such algorithms, we discuss three recently-devel- 
oped algorithms, KEMPOIS, KPLOW and KPFRAC. The algorithms are reasonably simple to 
understand and implement. Timing comparisons with two state-of-the-art algorithms indicate 
that a combination of KEMPOIS and KPLOW performs appreciably faster in most of the range 
0 < h < 700. 
Throughout the paper we assume access to a well-behaved uniform generator, i.e., to a 
procedure which returns a uniform (0, 1) random variate u whenever it is called. 
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2. The development of varying-parameter algorithms 
There have been two main lines of development of algorithms for generating Poisson variates: 
(i) Sequential searching of the probabilities { pi}; (ii) Composition and/or rejection. In recent 
years the latter approach has been favoured, at least partly because it offers the possibility of 
“uniform-time” algorithms (i.e., algorithms with time complexity O(l)), whereas the time 
complexity of a search algorithm is some increasing function of h. 
The current state-of-the-art algorithms are in class (ii). They are Schmeiser and Kachit- 
vichyanukul’s PTPE [14], a composition/rejection algorithm, and Ahrens and Dieter’s KPOISS 
[l], an acceptance/complement algorithm. Neither is efficient for low values of X, and the 
recommended implementations switch to a simple sequential search from the origin if X < 10 
(KPOISS) or h < 15 (PTPE implemented as RNPOI by IMSL [6]). 
The new algorithms basically use sequential search approaches, but with novel features. 
The simplest sequential search is from the origin (equivalent to inverting the distribution 
function F(x)). For each x, the generated uniform u is compared with F(x) until u < F(x); x is 
then delivered. F(x) is built up as required by recursively calculating the pi from p,, = exp( -X). 
The “build-up” of P may be replaced by the “chop-down” of u. This algorithm is O(X). 
Fishman [4] introduced a major improvement: for integer A = r (say), the search commences 
at the mode X = r. Given a precomputed table of pi(i) and Ei(i), i = 0, 1,. . . , A,,, u is tested 
against F,(r) to decide whether to search up or down from r; the required pi, and hence q(r), 
are then computed recursively from p,.(r). Although, for any given u, this algorithm returns the 
same x as the simple search above, it is O( *12). The integer restriction is overcome by 
generating from Poisson([ X]) and adding on a value generated from Poisson( A - [A]). 
C.D. Kemp [lo] constructed an algorithm which has no integer restriction and requires no 
tables. It starts with a very accurate approximation to p,(h) and, by searching alternately down 
and up from r, avoids the necessity to compute Fr;,( X). It also is 0( xi2). A.W. Kemp [7], using a 
different approximation, produced an algorithm which is a cross between Fishman’s and 
Kemp’s. 
3. The new algorithms 
KEMPOIS. This algorithm has been developed primarily for the range 10 < A < 1000. It can be 
used for larger A, but its efficiency falls with increasing A. Full details of KEMPOIS are in [12]. 
Briefly, KEMPOIS exploits extremely accurate, yet simple, J-fraction approximations to pr( X) 
and Fr(A), the modal probability and cumulative probability, developed by A.W. Kemp [8]. 
However, instead of just using these to form a table-free Fishman procedure with no integer 
restriction, KEMPOIS also exploits the fact that Fr( h) is really only needed in order to decide 
whether to search down or up from r. Once this decision has been made, the chop-down 
procedure only requires p,(A), not F,(A). The advantage of this approach is that it opens up the 
possibility of “squeezing” F,(X) between two bounds, and hence avoiding calculating it most of 
the time. It can be shown that very effective, yet very simple, bounds exist (in fact, 0.5 is a very 
good lower bound). 
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Table 1 
Time (in seconds) to generate 100000 values from the Poisson(X) distribution on a VAX 11/785 (varying-parameter 
situation) 
A KEMPOIS KPOISS PTPE POINVS KPLOW KPFRAC 
0.1 20 20 16 
0.5 21 20 17 
1 21 20 17 
10 27 52 60 30 23 
30 28 49 52 50 27 
100 32 47 47 
700 45 46 45 
1000 49 46 45 
The uniform generator used was the IMSL [6] library routine RNUNF. 
A FORTRAN implementation of KEMPOIS was extensively compared with PTPE and KPOISS, 
using the same driver program for all three algorithms. Timings under varying-parameter 
conditions for some critical X-values are summarized in the first three columns of Table 1. As is 
usual in professional implementations of generation algorithms, all three algorithms were slightly 
modified to avoid unnecessary reinitialisation when A is unchanged from the previous call. When 
run under fixed-parameter conditions, the relative timings for the three algorithms were similar 
to those for the varying-parameter situations. 
Overall, KEMPOIS is preferable to the other two algorithms in the range 10 < X -C 700, and 
remains reasonably competitive up to X = 1000. It continues to generate correctly up to at least 
X = 5000, but becomes progressively slower. 
The effects of the recursive calculations and the use of approximate probabilities in KEMPOIS 
have been the subject of a detailed study on accuracy of generation, including comparisons 
between single- and quadruple-precision calculations. No adverse effects were indicated. 
KPLOW. This composition/search algorithm is designed to replace search-from-the-origin in the 
range 0 -C X G 30; it is described in detail in [9]. 
KPLOW uses approximations to probabilities, but in an entirely different way from KEMPOIS 
(which requires extremely accurate approximations). KPLOW uses approximate probabilities ri, 
i=o, l,..., 2r - 1, which have the property that 7ri/pi ( h) = C-X, (Y c 1. These are searched 
alternately down and up from the mode Y. If, at the end of the search, no x has been delivered, 
then pO( A) is computed and either a modal search of pi - q or a search of the tail probabilities 
pi, ja 2r, takes place. r,. and ~~_r are obtained from an appropriate single entry in a 
precomputed table of X,, constants. The remaining ri are calculated recursively as needed and 
stored in case the first search does not deliver x. However, at least 73 percent of the time it will 
not be necessary to do more than search the ri, and this percentage increases rapidly with r. 
KPLOW was implemented as a FORTRAN subroutine and tested in the same way as KEMPOIS. 
Variable-parameter timings for KPLOW and POINVS, a search-from-the-origin routine, form 
the fourth and fifth columns of Table 1. The relative timings for the fixed-parameter situation 
again showed a very similar pattern to those for the varying parameter. 
KPLOW is always faster than POINVS and its advantage increases rapidly with h. 
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KPFRAC. This algorithm was designed specifically for fractional values of h, i.e., 0 < h G 1. The 
approach is similar to that of KPLOW: a set of approximate probabilities for the head of the 
distribution is searched (from the origin) and then, if necessary, either the residual probability in 
the head or the tail probabilities are searched. The problem is that pO( X) varies from 0.3678 to 
1.0 as A moves from 1 to 0, and it is difficult to find an adequate simple approximation r0 for 
the whole range. The solution adopted in KPFRAC is to split the range into three and to use 
different approximations in each part. For example, in 0 < h < 0.6, r,, = A; in 0.6 < X G 0.8, 
r0 = e-o.8; and in 0.8 < h < 1, 7~~ = e-r. The number of probabilities which comprise the head of 
the distribution may also be varied-we used either two or three. 
Timings for a FORTRAN implementation of KPFRAC showed it to be about 15 to 20 percent 
faster than KPLOW (and POINVS) over the range 0 < h G 1 (see the final column of Table 1). 
4. Conclusions 
These algorithms demonstrate that new features can be incorporated into the search approach 
to make it more competitive whilst still retaining its essential simplicity. KEMPOIS, KPLOW 
and KPFBAC are reasonably simple and readable routines. Both PTPE and KPOISS are quite 
involved, and the latter also requires a good normal-variate generator. POINVS is extremely 
simple, but it is very inefficient at all but very low values of A. All the FORTRAN routines are very 
portable but, inevitably, timing comparisons are to some extent machine-dependent; in particu- 
lar, they may be affected by the relative speed of the uniform generator used. 
On the evidence of our results, for applications in which X is seldom expected to exceed 1000 
we recommend the use of a routine which uses KPLOW when h < 30 and KEMPOIS when 
A > 30. 
If it is envisaged that fractional X will often occur, KPFRAC can easily be incorporated into 
the routine as well. 
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